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LU’s job cuts plan is coming.
Fleet management is pushing
“Auto-Prep”, Mike Brown is
waxing lyrical about Station
Supervisors with iPads
meaning that stations can be
left unstaffed, there’s no
denial from management of
rumours of wholesale ticket
office closures, and the threat
of driverless trains looms.

We cannot approach this
situation thinking only as
individuals. That’s the road to

bitterness and defeat. Instead,
we need an effective,
collective response. Through
our unions, we have had
victories in some skirmishes
with the employers in the last
few years, which should give
us confidence that we can
defeat LU’s plans. We need to
believe we can win! 

Tubeworker thinks these
actions will be essential: 

Publicise our victories. LU
likes us to tell us we’re

powerless. But it’s not true
(see box on this page).

Information please! It’s not
“business as usual” for union
officials. Even well-
intentioned union officials can
get too sucked into a routine
of meetings with
management, becoming
distant from our workplaces.
Our officials need to turn
outwards, to tell us what’s
happening in talks and visit
our workplaces. With up-to-
date information, we’re better
armed against management-
circulated rumours. 

An all-grades fight! The
attacks to on fleet, stations,
drivers etc., are linked by
management’s desire,
intensified by the 12.5%
funding cut, to save money at
all costs. We need to unite
across grades to win.

But too often, we’re divided.
A good start towards building
unity would be for all unions
to work together and work to
convince us of the reasons to
fight together.

However, grades who are
ready to fight back should not
have to wait for others to
catch up. Some groups of
workers can go forward and
show us the way.

Act decisively before it’s
too late. Our unions
sometimes delay a fight to
buy more time to build
towards action. Tubeworker
agrees that action needs to be
built up. But this also gives

management more time to
finalise plans and demoralise
us. Better to fight while we
still have time to win. 

We can win with
imaginative, effective action.
Victoria Line drivers showed
us an example of recent,
effective, imaginative action:
their threat of disruption by
only driving four rounders
got management to scrap six
rounder turns. Rank-and-file
reps and activists know what
causes most chaos at work, so
our unions should listen to us
if we suggest taking action in
new ways, including new
forms of “action short of
strikes”. 

Token, one-day strikes do
not work (as we saw when
monthly one day strikes did
not save many stations jobs in
2010), but a week of strikes
would terrify management
and Boris Johnson. 

Workers and passengers
unite. Nearly 22,000
passengers have signed an
online petition to save ticket
offices. We have passengers’
support! Our unions must join
with passengers in the fight
for a reliable, accessible, safe
Tube service, which is exactly
what they are not going to get
if the Underground is
stripped of staff. 

Union branches should be
reaching out to community
groups to pile on political
pressure.
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STOP THE JOBS CARNAGE!

We can
win!
Tubeworker has come up with a
list of victories, to remind us
that we’re not as powerless as
LU wants us to believe...

We saved ticket offices in
2008, when LU wanted to
close 40 offices and cut 270
jobs. RMT and TSSA
pressured incoming Mayor
Boris Johnson to say, “the
threat had been lifted,
annihilated”. Time to remind
him of past promises!

Eamonn Lynch and Arwyn
Thomas back at work, 2011.
LU said the two drivers it
sacked would never work for
LU again. But justice was
won with rank-and-file
organisation and imaginative
tactics, including the threat
of two 48 hour strikes split
up to affect two weeks. RMT
won reinstatement for 11
sacked workers in total in
2011-12.

Bakerloo Line Detrainment
Dispute, 2013. After LU
risked unsafe overcarries by
removing detrainment staff,
Bakerloo drivers refused to
move trains into sidings
without physically checking

carriages. Massive
disruption got management
to withdraw its unsafe
detrainment policy. Both
ASLEF and RMT came
together and used effective
tactics.

Jubilee Line, 2013. RMT and
ASLEF jointly called a
dispute when management
wanted to take away tunnel
wires, until the threat of
strike and action short of
strike got management to see
sense.

Central and Waterloo and
City Line, 2013. LU was
ignoring health and safety
reps, until reps told
management that drivers
would refuse to drive en
masse on health and safety
grounds. Management paid
attention because drivers
have stopped the line over
safety before. 

Thermal Underwear, 2013.
LU said no to issuing
thermal underwear until an
RMT rep launched an online
survey, which got over 700
responses about intolerably
cold conditions in two days.
A couple of months later, LU
said it would give us
“thermal undertrousers”
after all!



PICCING A FIGHT
Piccadilly line drivers voted to strike
earlier this year, forcing management to
back down.

Management had to agree to adhere to
agreements and take union demands
seriously.

Following a management reshuffle, and
a new regime that appears to have turned
its clock back to before the last dispute.

So what should they get in return?
Another strike ballot. Fight fire with fire.

workersliberty.org/piccadilly

LINE BY LINE
This year, there have been industrial
disputes involving drivers on all but one
of London Underground’s lines. All but
one!

There is a pattern of LU trains
management mistreated drivers.

We now need to move beyond
individual line-based disputes to a united
fight across the job. 

And with other grades coming together
for a fightback too, we could soon be
seeing all grades figthing together. That’s
when we’ll learn how strong we are.

workersliberty.org/disputes

DRIVERLESS TRAINS
ON SHOW
Train-building company Siemens is
running an exhibition bigging up what
the company can offer for the future
London Underground. 

It features a train without a driver’s cab
and automated journey planning and
ticket buying. Not a member of staff in
sight.

We can learn a lesson from Helsinki.
Finnish unions’ failure to stop driverless
trains, which are now due to star running
in 2016. One crucial mistake was to stop
campaigning when driverless trains
seemed to be too difficult technically. 

A few years later, they came back and
announced that they had overcome the
technical challenges and it was all
systems go.

And the company supplying the
driverless train in Helsinki? Yes, Siemens.

We can’t rely on technical difficulties to
save us. We can only rely on ourselves.

workersliberty.org/
driverless-trains

NOT GOOD ENOUGH
TO DRIVE?
London Underground have decided that
the internal applications for train driver
are not good enough, so they are going
to look elsewhere — and recruit
externally.

Many of us know from experience that
the system weeds out people who would
do fine as drivers and then the over-
crammed training squeezes out a few
more.

Driver is just about the only
promotional route left for CSAs, what
with the door being closed for SAMF and
SS posts. This insult from management
shuts another door in our faces too.

workersliberty.org/promotion

AUTO PREP?!
LUL seems obsessed with getting kit to
operate and maintain itself. 

Their latest wheeze is new trains that
can prepare themselves for service
automatically: “auto-prep”.

Better technology is welcome, but
management see this as a pretext to get
rid of fleet staff. The train preps itself,
with no actual human to oversee or check
it. What could go wrong?! Mechanical
failures, train failures, safety risks, ...

This and other issues have led fleet
workers to ask RMT to ballot them. VOTE
YES!

Also, drivers may reflect that a
company that thinks that trains can
prepare themselves may also think they
can drive themselves.

workersliberty.org/
fleet-maintenance

OPEN DOOR TO 
DISASTER
Last Sunday, the doors opened between
Hounslow West and Hatton Cross on a
packed Piccadilly Line train heading
towards Heathrow. 

Yet another incident that shows the
daily dangers of the job we do.

The unions are rightly demanding a
formal investigation. Maybe management
will argue that it makes the case for more
modern trains, minus drivers!

In this case, the in-cab alert did its job
and the driver was able to stop the train
and deal with the fault. No driver?
Disaster.

workersliberty.org/
driverless-trains

STORM OF CUTS
Many train services were shut down due
to the recent storm.

Is this because the private rail network
is taking sensible precautions to protect
passenger safety? 

Or because Network Rail has got rid of
so many maintenance workers since the
last massive storm that there is hardly
anyone left to keep the tracks safe and
clear. We’re plumping for the latter.
workersliberty.org/stop-job-cuts

WHY DRIVERS
SHOULD SUPPORT
STATION STAFF
We are stronger when we fight together
rather than allowing ourselves to be
picked off in small groups. Cuts and
attacks on conditions could reach drivers
too.

If you become medically unfit to drive a
train you could still get a stations job
through redeployment.

Fully staffed stations make the job
better and safer for drivers. Station staff
checking trains before they go into
sidings reduces the risk of overcarrying
passengers (and the attendant risk of
assault and malicious allegations)

Assisted despatch reduces the risk of
incidents

Staff on stations means backup when
there is an incident on the train rather
than having to deal with potentially risky
situations alone.

“I remember stations north of Queens
Park when run by Railtrack without staff
and it was like bandit country. You were
always worried something was going to
happen and you’d be on your own”.
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Nearly 22,000 people have
signed the online petition to
save London Underground
ticket offices: have you?

bit.ly/ticketoffices

VOTE BRIAN MUNRO
FOR RMT LONDON
TRANSPORT REGION
COUNCIL OF
EXECUTIVES
REPRESENTATIVE
Brian has led winning campaigns, e.g.
reinstatement of sacked drivers’ reps
Eamonn Lynch and Arwyn Thomas and
this year’s Bakerloo detrainment dispute. 
Brian is the dyanic, knowledgeable,

and experienced rep we need to defeat
job cuts and attacks.
RMT members received ballot papers

from 15 October. If you haven’t got yours,
contact your local rep!


